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Translucent reusable spoon ECOSOUP" />
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Reusable translucent fork ECOFOURCH" />
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translucent reusable knife" />
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Translucent reusable deep dish ECOCREUSE" />
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Translucent flat reusable dish ECOPLATE" />
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Reusable cup ECO900 90/100cl" />
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Reusable cup ECO500 50/56cl" />
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Reusable cup ECO450 45/50CL" />
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Reusable cup ECO400 33/40cl" />
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Reusable cup ECO300 25/33cl" />
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Reusable cup ECO200 20/28cl" />
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Reusable cup ECO180 12/18cl" />
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Reusable INAO wine glass ECOVIN 12/18cl" />
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Reusable cup ECO50 4/5cl" />
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Reusable cup ECOCHOPE 50/56cl" />
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Reusable cup ECO30 2/3cl" />
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       DISCOVER OUR RANGE OF CUPS
 CUSTOMIZABLE AND REUSABLE


        Discover here  
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  Reusable and costumized glass


  Gobeletcup® offers a customization service that allows you to customize the reusable glasses with a logo, a image or a drawing of your choice. Reusable glass Together, we reduce the production of residue during your event, adopting a practical, ecologic and economic solution.



        Find out more  
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  Plastic glass that brings you Money


  Enough with the dirty glasses on the floor at the end of your events, thanks to the collect system!



        Find out more  
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  THEY TRUST US


  Here are some of our best customizations



        Find out more  
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       RATINGS OF GOBELETCUP® CLIENTS


  Here are some comments from our customers about our products.










        A very good commercial service, respecting deadlines and high-quality products. Recommend GobeletCup® with eyes shut. 15 days since the approval of the order until the delivery, what more can we request? Thank you. 
 Stéphanie LEROY
 




      We organized an event with 3000 people and decided, at the last moment, to personalize 5000 reusable cups. Without much hope because of the deadline, we contacted dozens of manufacturers, including GobeletCup®, who sent us a quote right away and delivered high-quality glasses in record time!!! Today, 2 months after the event, we are still waiting for the response from some of their competitors… I RECOMMEND!!! 
 Chrys & Seb BERTRAND
 




      Impeccable service, filled with professionalism, listening, kindness and speed. My deadlines were short and the glasses arrived on time. I am satisfied with the company's performance. 
 Juliette Chossat
 








       GOBELETCUP NEWS


   
      News

Eco-responsible dishes: the advantages


 Gobelet Cup /  31/01/2022 



  


    News

Reusable cup 33cl personalized: your communication tool!


 Gobelet Cup /  31/01/2022 



  


    News

Country wedding: choose personalized cups


 Gobelet Cup /  31/01/2022 



  


    News

Say goodbye to disposable cups for your company!


 Gobelet Cup /  31/01/2022 



  


    News

Eco-responsible glasses: an ecological alternative


 Gobelet Cup /  31/01/2022 



  


    News

Ban the disposable plastic cup, embrace the ecological gesture


 Gobelet Cup /  31/01/2022 



  


    News

Welcome pack: customizable cup, asset of your welcome kit


 Gobelet Cup /  31/01/2022 



  















       FAQ


         Why choose GOBELETCUP® cups and reusable dishes:
Conscious of being an important part in sustainable development, this product transforms your daily life and habits into ecological gestures. Reducing the production of waste is an environmental, economic and social emergency. Since January 1, 2020, disposable tableware has been banned, the GOBELETCUP reusable cup then becomes a suitable replacement product that will also allow you to make some savings on your tableware purchases.
 For additional questions, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98.


      What files are accepted?
We accept files in .PSD, .AI, .EPS, .TIFF, .JPG or .JPEG, .PNG, .PDF formats. If you have any questions about these formats, you can send your file to the following email: contact@gobeletcup.fr or you can also contact us by phone at +33 1 76 21 19 98.

      How to order on the website?
At first, we advise you request a budget on our website. After that, one of our sales representatives will contact you to provide you with the budget. Then, you can follow the different steps and confirm the order.
 For additional questions, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98.


      What is the minimum order quantity?
The minimum quantity is 50 units. If you want a quantity that does not appear in the suggestions, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98.

      What are the delivery times?
STANDARD delivery times are between 1 and 3 weeks maximum. EXPRESS delivery times are 3 to 5 days maximum. For additional questions, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98.

      What is the delivery process?
Delivery will be made to the address indicated at the time of ordering. In case of absence, your order will be delivered to a collection point near the address indicated. You can follow your order from the shipping code that will be communicated to you via a link, after ordering. For additional questions, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98.

      What are the authorized payment methods?
To confirm the order, you have the possibility to make the payment by ATM, you can also pay by bank transfer or by check. For additional questions, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98.

      Is it possible to return the order?
We accept product returns if the order does not comply with your order, or if it is incomplete. You must do this within 48 hours of receiving the products. For additional questions, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98.

      What are the different printing techniques?
There are 2 types of printing: 

 Serigraphy: this technique is often requested by our customers. It is ideal for logos with few colors (1 or 2 colors).

 Digital / quad / multicolor: this technique is ideal for complex visuals! Digital printing allows you to print an image with a multitude of colors or photographs, in a 360º format (shadows and gradients included).

 For additional questions, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98.

      How to get a budget request before placing the order?
To place a budget request, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98. You can place your order directly on our professional website www.gobeletcup.fr

      In which countries can I order?
We deliver worldwide. For additional questions, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98.

      Does GobeletCup® have an infographics service?
Don’t you know any graphic designer? You can choose our infographics service that will help you create your design. 

 For additional questions, you can contact us directly by email: contact@gobeletcup.fr, or through the following telephone number: +33 1 76 21 19 98.







     Personalized support for our Planet (VIDEO)
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     Reusable and customizable cups


  Choose reusable and customizable polypropylene (PP) plastic cups for your events and festivals…


        Request a quote  
















   INSERT YOUR EMAIL
 Be the first to know about our news, sales and promotions!

 

 
	Email 
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ECOGOURDE75
Reusable plastic bottle 75cl
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ECOGOURDE65
Reusable plastic bottle 65cl
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ECOSOUP
Translucent reusable spoon ECOSOUP
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ECOFOURCH
Reusable translucent fork  ECOFOURCH





 A question? Contact us!
 +33(0) 1 76 21 19 98  5 Avenue du Général de Gaulle, 94160 Saint-Mandé France
 Monday - Thursday 09:00 – 18:00 Friday 09:00 – 17:00 Saturday/Sunday - Fermé
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    This website uses cookies to provide you with the best browsing experience.
Find out more or adjust your settings.

 Accept
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	  Privacy Overview 
	  Strictly Necessary Cookies 


 Powered by  GDPR Cookie Compliance

 
   Privacy Overview  This website uses cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful.


 Strictly Necessary Cookies  Strictly Necessary Cookie should be enabled at all times so that we can save your preferences for cookie settings.
    disable     
 

 If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your preferences. This means that every time you visit this website you will need to enable or disable cookies again.
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